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Motherhash run 1st May 2017 run no 
Hare Shanmugan (Ninja) 
Section 9 Kota Damansara 
Parking was good, some local traffic but not many curious 

sightseers. 
Run length about 11.5km 

The run threatened to be wet but the rain held off and the 
slippery slopes were manageable. 

 
The trail led straight into the forest, a better start than 2km of 
tarmac, the first check was in an open area covered in lalang, 
the check was broken down into a valley floor on a decent 

winding jungle trail across a stream to the second check, on 
was straight ahead and up to the third check that was laid at a 
T junction, On was to the right, then left onto a fine trail all 
the time in jungle.  

 
A long walk/run to within hearing of the highway and a check 
just before a stream. On was straight up a steep slope forward 
to the top of a cutting, left down to a drain and right along the 

drain above the highway cutting for a good way then up 
another drain to the fourth check.  
 

The trail continued above the highway to Unity Peak where a 
view of the highway was provided by the hare. 
 
The trail turned away from the highway at this point and 

headed on a long trail via more checks towards the Selangor 
Polo Club, exiting the jungle onto Persiaran Bidara and a 



walk/run back along Persiaran Mahogoni and Jalan Rimba Riang 
9/1. 

 
The FROP’s return was variously timed between one hour 
twenty nine minutes and one hour thirty eight minutes. 
The hare provided post run refreshment, much appreciated 

with Peter Cushion’s roast sheep ready for the onon. 
 
The stand-in butler took his position and the hare and co-hares 
were rewarded. Many cohares of many nationalities took their 

on downs while the hare attempted to avoid drinking all 
of his beer, without success. 
 
OnSec judged the run a good run 

 
OnCash amazed everyone when he announced that Yong Yap 
did not owe any subs. 
 

Bomoh Jeymond gave one or two charges 
 
The hare provided a free onon with good Indian fare and roast 

sheep.  
 
Well done hare and many thanks. 


